
Capital Letters for Names

Remember that:

Capital letters are needed for names.

Finish this sentence. Remember: Capital letters for names.

My teacher is called __________________  ________________________________.

_________________________ and ______________________ have a cat called ___________.

Teacher checks:      Read it again      Finger spaces      Capital letters for names      Full stop

The ____________________________________ lives in a big city called ___________________.

Teacher checks:      Read it again      Finger spaces      Capital letters for names      Full stop

1. Use the pictures to help create your own sentence.

2. Use the pictures to help create your own sentence.

Challenge!

I can use capital letters for the names of people, pets and places.
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Remember that:

Capital letters are needed for names.

3. Finish this sentence. Remember: Capital letters for names.
My teacher is called __________________  ________________________________.

________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher checks:      Read it again      Finger spaces      Capital letters for names      Full stop

________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher checks:      Read it again      Finger spaces      Capital letters for names      Full stop

1. Use the pictures to help create your own sentence.

2. Use the pictures to help create your own sentence.

Challenge!

I can use capital letters for the names of people, pets and places.
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1. Use the pictures to help you create your own sentence.  
Multiple answers possible. Ensure there is a capital letter for each name. An example 
could be:

Anita
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_________________________ and ______________________ have a cat called ___________.Todd Sparkle

Miss Harris

Queen

2. Use the pictures to help you create your own sentence.  

The ____________________________________ lives in a big city called ___________________.London

3. Finish this sentence. 
Multiple answers possible. Ensure there is a capital letter for each name. An example 
could be:

My teacher is called __________________  ________________________________.
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